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17. and 18. April 2010
This weekend, we'd been in Maribor/SLO at two International Dogshows. To put it in a nutshell; it
was one of the most successful exibition- weekends for our dogs in their career.
We started two days before the shows in Slovenian started.

This
shows had been announced as Open-Air- events and the weatherforecast was not really bullish. Arriving
in Slovenian, we'd been welcome with great hospitality like everytime we'd been there.
On the morning of the first dogshow I carried all our equipment to the fairground.This time it was added
by a pavillon- tent, which I pitched on the meadow. In the meantime, Sabine prepared our dogs in our
mobilehome.The fact that we had taken the tent with us, was not only a good idea because of the sun, but
also, because temporarily still the sluices in the sky opened during two event days. Thus we had the luck
that our dogs remained dry and with it in the best exhibition condition.

At the first day the Chow-chows were judged by Mrs. Lisbeth Mach from Switzerland. She placed a lot of
value, beside the demands of the standard, of the condition of the dogs and good running style, as well as
a good mind. As first of our dogs Jonny (Bon Triumph Jean) went showed by Sabine to the ring.
He stood together with 'Calvin Klein Del Claudiano', handled by Fabrizio Manni in the ring. During
running Jonny hung with his eyes inseparably on Sabine and while the dental control he concentrated
upon the judge. Thus he won his class against the strong competition with VERY PROMISING 1.
Then next of our dogs in the ring was Zari (Bon Triumph Zara). She also made a wonderful presentation.
Thus she also received VERY PROMISING 1 and now she stood with her partner Jonny together in the
competition of the Best Baby. Jonny impressed with his already a lot of further development against Zari
which still has a lot of baby charm. Thus Jonny (Bon Triumph Jean) deservedly won this competition
and became BEST BABY.

Bonny (Bon Triumph Virginia) went next in the ring. She started with me in the Intermediate Class. She
has a lot of routine in the ring. Quite arrogantly (this is just her kind) she ran in the ring and was stood in
front of the judge with highly upraised napes and head. She made a really nice show and during the
running, as well as while feeling and the dental control she remained absolutely quiet. So she won her
class and received EXCELLENT 1 and CAC SLO (slovenian CAC).

Now it was up to Lilly (Nin-T'Sun Zang Li de la cream) to enter the ring. She was handled by Sabine. She
also made a great show. She stood together with three other bitches in the open class. But, nevertheless,
with all quality the bitch 'Tin Pan Alley Dolce Vita' from Gordana Zupanc, had a tiny bit luck and won
this class. Lilly received deserving EXCELLENT 2 and res. CAC SLO.

In the competition of the bitches Bonny (Bon Triumph Virginia) received res. CACIB.
At the end of the first event day, Jonny (Bon Triumph Jean) went to the 'Ring of Honnour'. He was
chosen for the selection of the 8 Best Babies. A really nice success.

The rest of the day we spent together with dog walk and relaxation. It was a wonderful and warm early
summer weather.
Next morning starts again from the beginning. The rain came when the pavilions of the exhibitors were
built up. But we had unbelievable luck, because few minutes before our race went to the ring, the sun
came back and dried the grass in the ring. But nevertheless we had wet and green knees.
The judge for our dogs at this day was Mr. Darko Korosec from Slovenian . Again Jonny (Bon Triumph
Jean) was the first of our dogs in the ring. Again Jonny was in competition with 'Calvin Klein Del
Claudiano'. And Jonny won again. Thus he received once more VERY PROMISING 1. And also Zari
(Bon Triumph Zara) appeared again with her baby charm. She flirted unrestrained with the judge. But
also the presentation did not come too briefly and thus she received VERY PROMISING 1 like the day
before .

Now it was Bonny's turn and again she ran in the ring in such a way that it is a joy to handle her. She got
EXCELLENT 1 and CAC SLO.
Again, Lilly stood with the same strong competitors in the ring.... with one difference; This time she got
EXCELLENT 1 and CAC SLO. With it she stood in the CACIB- competition and there she got her last
needed CACIB. Herewith she is now INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION at the age of only 2 1/2 years.
A great success. At the end, she also got to be BOB (BEST OF BREED) What a success! We are very
proud about our small Princess Lilly!
Then at the end Jonny, as well as Lilly went to the Ring of Honnour
Jonny did it again and was in the selectioin of the 8 Best Babies. Unfortunately, Lilly was not selected in
the group of the first 3 of the group V, but after her successes of the day it was the secondary matter.
It was a really nice exhibition.... Highly contently with the results of these events of the week-end, we
said goodbye to all our friends which we met once again on this event and started the long way home.

Results CACIB MARIBOR:
Judge: Lisbeth Mach/CH
Nin-T'Sun Zang-Li de la Creme
Open Class
Excellent 2
res. CAC SLO
Bon Triumph Virginia
Intermediate Class
Excellent 1
CAC SLO
res. CACIB

Bon Triumph Jean
Baby Class
Very Promising 1
Best Baby
and in the Ring of honnour under the last 8 babies
Bon Triumph Zara
Baby Class
Very Promising 1

Results CACIB POHORJE:
Judge: Darko Korodec/SLO
Nin-T'Sun Zang-Li de la Creme
Open Class
Excellent 1
CAC SLO
CACIB
BOB
...and therewith new INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION
Bon Triumph Virginia
Intermediate Class
Excellent 1
CAC SLO
Bon Triumph Jean
Baby Class
Very Promising 1
Best Baby
and in the Ring of honnour under the last 8 babies
Bon Triumph Zara
Baby Class
Very Promising 1
Go back
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